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Abstract

IMGT�, the international ImMunoGeneTics information system� (http://imgt.cines.fr), is the reference in immunogenetics and immunoin-
formatics. IMGT standardizes and manages the complex immunogenetic data which include the immunoglobulins (IG) or antibodies, the T cell
receptors (TR), the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) and the related proteins of the immune system (RPI) which belong to the immu-
noglobulin superfamily (IgSF) and the MHC superfamily (MhcSF). The accuracy and consistency of IMGT data and the coherence between the
different IMGT components (databases, tools and Web resources) are based on IMGT-ONTOLOGY, the first ontology for immunogenetics
and immunoinformatics. IMGT-ONTOLOGY manages the immunogenetics knowledge through diverse facets relying on seven axioms,
‘‘IDENTIFICATION’’, ‘‘DESCRIPTION’’, ‘‘CLASSIFICATION’’, ‘‘NUMEROTATION’’, ‘‘LOCALIZATION’’, ‘‘ORIENTATION’’ and
‘‘OBTENTION’’, that postulate that objects, processes and relations have to be identified, described, classified, numerotated, localized, orientated,
and that the way they are obtained has to be determined. These axioms constitute the Formal IMGT-ONTOLOGY, also designated as IMGT-
Kaleidoscope. Through the example of the IG molecular synthesis, the concepts generated from the ‘‘IDENTIFICATION’’, ‘‘DESCRIPTION’’,
‘‘CLASSIFICATION’’ and ‘‘NUMEROTATION’’ axioms are detailed with their main instances and semantic relations. The axioms have been
essential for the conceptualization of the molecular immunogenetics knowledge and can be used to generate concepts for multi scale
approaches at the molecule, cell, tissue, organ, organism or population level, emphasizing the generalization of the application domain. In that
way the Formal IMGT-ONTOLOGY represents a paradigm for the elaboration of ontologies in system biology.
� 2007 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Immunogenetics, the science that studies the genetics of the
immune responses, has shown a considerable expansion in
biomedical fields since the last decades. It has highlighted
the complex mechanisms by which B cells and T cells are at

the origin of the extreme diversity of antigen receptors that
comprise the immunoglobulins (IG) or antibodies and the
T cell receptors (TR) (1012 different immunoglobulins and
1012 different T cell receptors per individual, in humans)
[1,2]. These mechanisms include in particular DNA rearrange-
ments [3] and, for the IG, somatic hypermutations [1,2]. In ad-
dition, there is a considerable polymorphism of the major
histocompatibility complex (MHC), human leucocyte antigens
(HLA) in humans. These particularities of the adaptive im-
mune system of the vertebrates, and a better knowledge of
the innate immune response found in any species, allow the
immune system to be an excellent model for system biology.
The huge amount of immunological experimental data
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continues to grow exponentially and necessitates to be man-
aged and analysed computationally. This is the goal of immu-
noinformatics, a new emerging science that implements the
bioinformatics methodologies to answer these needs. At the
same time, standardized representation of genomics, genetics,
proteomics and three-dimensional (3D) structures data is re-
quired to organize immunogenetics knowledge towards system
biology and for the modelling and a better understanding of
the immune system.

IMGT�, the international ImMunoGeneTics information
system� (http://imgt.cines.fr) [4], is the international reference
in immunogenetics and immunoinformatics. Created in 1989

at the Laboratoire d’ImmunoGénétique Moléculaire (LIGM)
by Marie-Paule Lefranc (Université Montpellier 2 and
CNRS) in Montpellier, France, IMGT provides a high-quality
integrated knowledge resource, specialized in the IG, TR,
MHC of human and other vertebrates, and related proteins
of the immune system (RPI), which belong to the immuno-
globulin superfamily (IgSF) and to the MHC superfamily
(MhcSF) of any species. The IMGT information system con-
sists of databases (three of sequences, one of genes and one
of 3D structures) and interactive tools for sequence, genome
and 3D structure analysis, which interact together according
to genomic, genetic and structural approaches [5] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. IMGT� databases and tools with their interactions according to the genomic, genetic and/or structural approaches.
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Moreover, IMGT provides Web resources comprising more
than 10,000 HTML pages of synthesis (IMGT Repertoire),
knowledge (IMGT Scientific chart, IMGT Education, IMGT
Index) and external links (IMGT Bloc-notes and IMGT other
accesses) [4].

The accuracy and the consistency of the IMGT data, as well
as the coherence between the different IMGT components
(databases, tools and Web resources), are based on IMGT-
ONTOLOGY, the first ontology for immunogenetics and immu-
noinformatics [6]. IMGT-ONTOLOGY provides a semantic
specification of the terms to be used in immunogenetics and
immunoinformatics and manages the related knowledge, thus
allowing the standardization for immunogenetics data from ge-
nome, proteome, genetics and 3D structures [7e9]. IMGT-
ONTOLOGY results from a deep expertise in the domain and
an extensive effort of conceptualization. The first standardiza-
tion step was the identification of the IG and TR nucleotide se-
quences and the second step their description which led to the
creation of IMGT/LIGM-DB [10], the first on-line IMGT data-
base. The resulting controlled vocabulary comprises a thesaurus
of keywords for the sequence identification and a set of labels
for the description of the constitutive motifs. The third standard-
ization step was the classification of the IG and TR genes which
gave rise to the IMGT gene nomenclature for IG and TR of
human and other vertebrates [1,2], approved by the Human Ge-
nome Organisation (HUGO) Nomenclature Committee HGNC
in 1999 [11] and currently used in the generalist genome data-
bases. The fourth standardization step was the setting up of
the principles for the unique numbering of antigen receptor se-
quences and structures [12e16].

The standardization rules, defined in the IMGT Scientific
chart [4], are based on the concepts of identification, description,
classification and numerotation which characterize IMGT-
ONTOLOGY [6] and which, interestingly, were defined before
the term ‘‘ontology’’ became commonly used in biology and bi-
oinformatics. IMGT-ONTOLOGY manages the immunogenet-
ics knowledge through diverse facets that rely on the axioms of
the Formal IMGT-ONTOLOGY or IMGT-Kaleidoscope. Four
of these axioms, ‘‘IDENTIFICATION’’, ‘‘DESCRIPTION’’,
‘‘CLASSIFICATION’’ and ‘‘NUMEROTATION’’ are pre-
sented in this paper, with the concepts that have been essential
for the conceptualization of the molecular immunogenetics
knowledge. As the same axioms can be used to generate
concepts for multi-scale level approaches, the Formal IMGT-
ONTOLOGY represents a paradigm for system biology ontol-
ogies, which need to identify, to describe, to classify and to
numerotate objects, processes and relations at the molecule,
cell, tissue, organ, organism or population levels.

2. Methods

2.1. Terminology

An ontology is a formal representation of a knowledge do-
main [6,17e19]. IMGT-ONTOLOGY manages the immunoge-
netics knowledge through diverse facets relying on seven
axioms, ‘‘IDENTIFICATION’’, ‘‘CLASSIFICATION’’,

‘‘DESCRIPTION’’, ‘‘LOCALIZATION’’, ‘‘NUMEROTA-
TION’’, ‘‘ORIENTATION’’ and ‘‘OBTENTION’’. These ax-
ioms postulate that objects, processes and relations have to be
identified, described, classified, numerotated, localized, orien-
tated, and that the way they are obtained has to be determined
(Fig. 2). The axioms constitute the Formal IMGT-ONTOLOGY,
also designated as IMGT-Kaleidoscope.

Each axiom gives rise to a set of concepts. Concepts are
general in the reality [6,20e23]. Concept instances correspond
to all possible examples of representation of a concept at
a given granularity. A concept may be exemplified by one or
several concept instances. New concept instances may be de-
fined with the advancement of science. Concepts are linked
by relations, the simplest being ‘‘is_a’’ which represents the
edge between concepts at different levels of granularity and
organizes the main hierarchy of IMGT-ONTOLOGY. Proper-
ties are semantic characteristics of a concept or of a concept in-
stance: they may be simple attributes as a name alias, or they
may be specific relations between concepts and instances across
the main hierarchy. These relations are fundamental since they
reveal strong semantic constraints and dependencies on which
relies the coherence within or between IMGT components.

2.2. An example of knowledge at the molecular level:
the immunoglobulin synthesis

The immunoglobulin synthesis, an example of knowledge at
the molecular level, will be used to define the concepts gener-
ated by four of the axioms of the Formal IMGT-ONTOLOGY
or IMGT-Kaleidoscope. The concepts of identification
(IDENTIFICATION axiom) identify the nucleotide and protein
sequences and the 3D structures according to a structured
terminology, the concepts of description (DESCRIPTION
axiom) describe the composition of the sequences and struc-
tures with standardized labels, the concepts of classification
(CLASSIFICATION axiom) classify the genes and alleles
with a standardized nomenclature, and the concepts of numero-
tation (NUMEROTATION axiom) numerotate the nucleotide
and amino acid numbering within sequences and structures.

An IG or antibody is composed of two identical heavy chains
associated with two identical light chains, kappa or lambda. In
humans, heavy chain genes (locus IGH), light chain kappa genes
(locus IGK) and light chain lambda genes (locus IGL) are lo-
cated on the chromosomes 14 (14q32.3), 2 (2p11.2) and 22
(22q11.2), respectively. The synthesis of an immunoglobulin

Fig. 2. The axioms of the Formal IMGT-ONTOLOGY or IMGT-Kaleidoscope.
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requires rearrangements of the IGH, IGK and IGL genes during
the differentiation of the B lymphocytes.

In the human genome (genomic DNA or gDNA), four types
of genes code the IG (and TR): variable (V), diversity (D),
joining (J) and constant (C). The configuration of the V-
gene, D-gene and J-gene is identified as ‘‘germline’’
(Fig. 3), the configuration of the C-gene is ‘‘undefined’’. Dur-
ing the differentiation of the B lymphocytes in the bone mar-
row, the genomic DNA is rearranged first in the IGH locus,
and then in the IGK and IGL loci. The rearrangements in
the IGH locus lead to the junction of a D-gene and a J-gene
to form a D-J-gene, and then to the junction of a V-gene to
the D-J-gene to form a V-D-J-gene. The rearrangements in
the IGK or IGL loci lead to the junction of a V-gene and
a J-gene to form a V-J-gene. The configuration of these genes
is identified as ‘‘rearranged’’. After transcription and matura-
tion of the pre-messenger by splicing, the messenger RNA
(mRNA) L-V-D-J-C-sequence and L-V-J-C-sequence (L for
leader) are obtained and then translated into the heavy chain
(IG-Heavy-Chain) and the light chain (IG-Light-Chain) of
an IG (or antibody) (Fig. 3).

The variable domains VH and VL are coded by the V-D-J-
REGION and the V-J-REGION (Fig. 4). Each domain includes
four framework regions (FR) (in pale grey in Fig. 4) and three
hypervariable loops or complementarity determining regions
(CDR). The CDR, and more particularly the CDR3 that result
from the junction of the V-D-J genes (in the VH domain) and
V-J genes (in the VL domain), are involved in the antigen rec-
ognition. The VH and VL amino acids in contact with the an-
tigen constitute the paratope. The part of the antigen
recognized by the antibody is the epitope. The number of

potential V-D-J and V-J rearrangements depends on the num-
ber of functional V, D and J genes in the genome. Additional
mechanisms (N diversity at the V-D-J and V-J junctions and
somatic hypermutations) allow to reach 1012 different anti-
bodies per individual [1] (IMGT�, http://imgt.cines.fr).

2.3. Implementation

The main hierarchy of the IMGT-ONTOLOGY concepts
has previously been described [6]. IMGT-ONTOLOGY

Fig. 3. An example of knowledge at the molecular level: the synthesis of an IG or antibody in humans. A human being may potentially synthesize 1012 different

antibodies [1]. 1: DNA rearrangements (is_rearranged_into), 2: Transcription (is_transcribed_into), 3: Translation (is_translated_into). The configuration of C-gene

is undefined.

Fig. 4. The variable domains VH and VL of the heavy and light chains of an IG

or antibody. VH CDR1-IMGT is in red, CDR2-IMGT in orange and CDR3-

IMGT in purple. VL CDR1-IMGT is in blue, CDR2-IMGT in green and

CDR3-IMGT in dark green.
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concepts are available for the biologists and IMGT users in
natural language in the IMGT Scientific chart [4], and have
been formalized for programming purpose in IMGT-ML
[24,25] which is an XML Schema (http://www.w3.org/TR/
xmlschema-0/). In order to formalize the semantic relations
between concepts and instances that are essential for high-
quality data processing and coherence control, IMGT-ON-
TOLOGY is currently designed with Protégé [26] and OBO-
Edit (http://oboedit.org/), that are frequently used ontology
editors for biological ontologies. Protégé and OBO-Edit
ontologies can be exported into RDF (http://www.w3.org/
TR/1999/REC-rdf-syntax-19990222/) and OWL (http://www.
w3.org/2004/OWL/) which allow interoperability with other
ontologies.

3. Results

3.1. The necessity of identification:
the IDENTIFICATION axiom

The IDENTIFICATION axiom of the Formal IMGT-
ONTOLOGYor IMGT-Kaleidoscope postulates that molecules,
cells, tissues, organs, organisms or populations, their processes
and relations, have to be identified. The IDENTIFICATION ax-
iom has generated the concepts of identification which provide
the terms and rules to identify an entity, its processes and its
relations. In molecular biology, the concepts of identification
allow to identify the molecules, their processes and their rela-
tions at the genome, transcriptome and proteome levels.

3.1.1. Identification of an organism: the ‘‘Taxon’’ concept
The ‘‘Taxon’’ concept allows to identify the type of taxon in

which an object, process or relation is found. The ‘‘Taxon’’ con-
cept manages a hierarchy of concepts at various levels of gran-
ularity. The corresponding hierarchical taxonomy is that
provided by the National Center for Biotechnology Information
NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) up to the rank of species
(‘‘Species’’ concept) and subspecies (‘‘Subspecies’’ concept) in
order to establish complete interoperability with generalist data-
bases. Since IG, TR and MHC genes are only present in jawed
vertebrates (gnathostoma), only vertebrate species were origi-
nally represented in IMGT-ONTOLOGY. However, with the ex-
tension of IMGT-ONTOLOGY to the IgSF and MhcSF,
invertebrate species are incorporated whenever necessary. The
‘‘EthnicGroup’’, ‘‘Breed’’ and ‘‘Strain’’ concepts have been
added to IMGT-ONTOLOGY to allow the identification of
data specific to ethnic groups for humans (http://www.ebi.
ac.uk/imgt/hla/help/ethnic_help.html), breeds for domestic
animals or strains for laboratory [27] and wild animals.

3.1.2. Identification of an entity: the ‘‘EntityType’’ concept
The ‘‘EntityType’’ concept identifies the type of entity. An

entity can be a molecule, a cell, a tissue, an organ, an organism
or a population. If the object is a molecule, the ‘‘EntityType’’
concept is designated as ‘‘Molecule_EntityType’’, which is de-
fined by the ‘‘MoleculeType’’, ‘‘GeneType’’ and ‘‘Configura-
tionType’’ concepts of identification and has properties

identified in the ‘‘Functionality’’ and ‘‘StructureType’’ con-
cepts (Fig. 5).

3.1.2.1. The ‘‘MoleculeType’’ concept. The ‘‘MoleculeType’’,
concept identifies the type of molecule based on the type of the
constitutive elements and on the concepts of obtention (not de-
tailed here). The four main instances of the ‘‘MoleculeType’’
concept are ‘gDNA’ (genomic DNA, a nucleotide sequence
made of A, T, C, G, obtained from a genome), ‘mRNA’ (mes-
senger RNA or transcript, a nucleotide sequence made of A,
U, C, G, obtained by transcription of a genomic DNA),
‘cDNA’ (complementary DNA, a nucleotide sequence made
of A, T, C, G, obtained in vitro by reverse transcription of
the messenger RNA) and ‘protein’ (a sequence made of amino
acids, obtained by translation of a transcript). Thus, the in-
stances of the ‘‘MoleculeType’’ concept allow to identify a se-
quence: nucleotide sequence that can be either genomic
(‘gDNA’) or a transcript (‘mRNA’, ‘cDNA’), and amino acid
sequence (‘protein’).

3.1.2.2. The ‘‘GeneType’’ concept. The ‘‘GeneType’’ concept
identifies the type of gene and comprises five instances
(Fig. 5). The first instance, ‘conventional’, refers to any (cod-
ing or not coding) gene other than IG or TR genes. The other
four instances are specific to immunogenetics: ‘variable’ (V),
‘diversity’ (D) and ‘joining’ (J) gene types that rearrange at the
DNA level and code the variable domains of IG and TR, and
‘constant’ (C) gene type that codes the constant region of IG
and TR [1,2].

3.1.2.3. The ‘‘ConfigurationType’’ concept. The ‘‘Configura-
tionType’’ concept identifies the type of gene configuration
and comprises three instances (Fig. 5). The instance ‘unde-
fined’ identifies the configuration of the conventional and of
the constant (C) genes. The instances ‘germline’ and ‘rear-
ranged’ identify the status of the V, D and J genes, before
and after DNA rearrangements, respectively [1,2].

3.1.2.4. The ‘‘Molecule_EntityType’’ concept. The ‘‘Mole-
cule_EntityType’’ concept, defined by the ‘‘MoleculeType’’,
‘‘GeneType’’ and ‘‘ConfigurationType’’ concepts, includes
19 instances. Three instances, ‘gene’, ‘nt-sequence’ and
‘AA-sequence’, respectively identify the gDNA, mRNA and
protein (‘‘MoleculeType’’) of a conventional gene (‘‘Gene-
Type’’) in undefined configuration (‘‘ConfigurationType’’).
The nt-sequence instance is also valid for cDNA. Sixteen
instances allow to identify the IG and TR. Ten of them are
represented in Fig. 3: six for the gDNA (‘V-gene’, ‘D-gene’,
‘J-gene’, ‘C-gene’, ‘V-D-J-gene’ and ‘V-J-gene’), two for the
mRNA, ‘L-V-D-J-C-sequence’ and ‘L-V-J-C-sequence’, also
valid for cDNA, and two for the protein, ‘V-D-J-C-sequence’
and ‘V-J-C-sequence’. For example, the instance ‘V-gene’
identifies a gDNA (‘‘MoleculeType’’) containing a gene V
(‘‘GeneType’’), in germline configuration (‘‘Configuration-
Type’’). The instance ‘L-V-J-C-sequence’ identifies a sequence
of mRNA or cDNA (‘‘MoleculeType’’) corresponding to V, J
and C genes (‘‘GeneType’’), in rearranged configuration
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(‘‘ConfigurationType’’) (Fig. 3). The last six instances corre-
spond to partial rearrangement (‘D-J-gene’) or to sterile
transcripts (‘L-V-sequence’, ‘D-sequence’, ‘J-sequence’, ‘J-C-
sequence’ and ‘C-sequence’).

3.1.2.5. The ‘‘Functionality’’ concept. The ‘‘Functionality’’
concept identifies the type of functionality for the ‘‘Mole-
cule_EntityType’’ concept (Fig. 5). It includes five instances,
divided into two categories, according to the configuration
type. Three instances, ‘functional’, ‘ORF’ (open reading
frame) and ‘pseudogene’ identify the functionality of a
‘‘Molecule_EntityType’’ instance in undefined or germline con-
figuration. They allow to identify the functionality of conven-
tional genes, that of C genes, and that of V, D and J genes
before their rearrangement in the genome, and by extension
the functionality of their transcripts and proteins. The two
instances ‘productive’ and ‘unproductive’ identify the function-
ality of ‘‘Molecule_EntityType’’ instances in rearranged config-
uration. They allow to identify the functionality of IG and TR
entities after their rearrangement in the genome, that of fusion
genes resulting from translocations, and that of hybrid genes
obtained by biotechnology molecular engineering, and by
extension the functionality of their transcripts and proteins.

3.1.2.6. The ‘‘StructureType’’ concept. The ‘‘StructureType’’
concept identifies the structure for the ‘‘Molecule_Entity-
Type’’ concept. This concept allows to identify structures

with a classical organization (‘regular’), from those which
have been modified either naturally in vivo (‘orphon’, ‘pro-
cessed orphon’, ‘unprocessed orphon’, ‘unspliced’, ‘partially
spliced’, etc.), or artificially in vitro (‘chimeric’, ‘humanized’,
transgene, etc.).

3.1.3. Identification of a receptor:
the ‘‘ReceptorType’’ concept

The ‘‘ReceptorType’’ concept identifies the type of receptor.
A receptor can be a molecule, a cell, a tissue, an organ, an organ-
ism or a population. If the object is a molecule, the ‘‘Receptor-
Type’’ concept is designated as ‘‘Molecule_ReceptorType’’
which is defined by the ‘‘ChainType’’ concept of identification
and has properties identified in the ‘‘StructureType’’, ‘‘Specific-
ity’’ and ‘‘Function’’ concepts (Fig. 6). The ‘‘ChainType’’ con-
cept is itself defined by the ‘‘Molecule_EntityType’’ and the
‘‘DomainType’’ concepts of identification and by concepts of
classification (see CLASSIFICATION axiom). These latter are
organized in a hierarchy which confers different levels of
granularity to the ‘‘Molecule_ReceptorType’’ and ‘‘Chain-
Type’’ concepts.

3.1.3.1. The ‘‘Molecule_ReceptorType’’ concept. The ‘‘Mole-
cule_ReceptorType’’ concept identifies the type of protein re-
ceptor, defined by its chain composition. Thus, IG is an
instance of the ‘‘Molecule_ReceptorType’’ concept, defined
as comprising 4 chains, two heavy chains and two light chains,

Fig. 5. The ‘‘Molecule_EntityType’’ concept. The ‘‘Molecule_EntityType’’ concept is defined by the ‘‘MoleculeType’’, ‘‘GeneType’’ and ‘‘ConfigurationType’’

concepts of identification and has properties identified in the ‘‘Functionality’’ and ‘‘StructureType’’ concepts (IDENTIFICATION axiom). Arrows indicate recip-

rocal relations ‘‘is_defined_by’’ and ‘‘defines’’, ‘‘_has_’’ and ‘‘_for_’’. Concept instances which are general are in blue, those which are specific of the IG and TR

are in red. The ‘‘Molecule_EntityType’’ concept has 19 instances (listed in Section 3.1.2.4). Only a few examples of the ‘‘StructureType’’ concept instances are

shown.
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identical two by two and covalently linked (Fig. 7). A receptor
may comprise one chain (monomer) or several associated
chains (multimer).

3.1.3.2. The ‘‘ChainType’’ concept. The ‘‘ChainType’’ con-
cept identifies the type of chain (Fig. 6). It is one of the
most important concepts of identification for the standardiza-
tion of genome, transcriptome and proteome data in system bi-
ology. Indeed, being able to identify a type of chain means that
it is possible to identify the transcript and the encoding
gene(s). The ‘‘ChainType’’ concept contains a hierarchy of
concepts which identify the chain type at different levels of
granularity. The finest level of granularity, the ‘‘GeneLevel-
ChainType’’ concept, identifies the type of chain by reference
to the gene(s) which code(s) the chain. It represents the main
concept for a very precise identification because it establishes
a relationship with the ‘‘Gene’’ concept which belongs to the
concepts of classification (reciprocal relations ‘‘is_coded_by’’
and ‘‘codes’’). The number of instances of the ‘‘GeneLevel-
ChainType’’ concept depends on the number of functional
genes and ORF per haploid genome in a given species (in
the case of the IG and TR, it is the number of functional
and ORF constant genes which is taken into account). If
only the functional genes are considered, the instances of
this concept correspond to the isotypes.

3.1.3.3. The ‘‘DomainType’’ concept. A chain can be defined
by its constitutive structural units (‘‘DomainType’’ concept)
(Fig. 6). A domain is a chain subunit characterized by its
three-dimensional (3D) structure, and by extension its amino

acid sequence and the nucleotide sequence which encodes it.
This concept may theoretically comprise many instances, but
so far only the instances which have been carefully character-
ized by LIGM have been entered in IMGT-ONTOLOGY. The
‘‘DomainType’’ concept has currently three instances, V type
domain (variable domains of the IG and TR and V-like do-
mains of other IgSF proteins), C type domain (constant do-
mains of the IG and TR and C-like domains of other IgSF
proteins) and G type domain (groove domains of the MHC
and G-like domains of other MhcSF proteins) [14e16].

3.1.3.4. The ‘‘Specificity’’ and ‘‘Function’’ concepts. The
‘‘Specificity’’ concept identifies the specificity of the ‘‘Mole-
cule_ReceptorType’’ (Fig. 6), and by extension the specificity
of the chains and domains and of the corresponding tran-
scripts. Instances of the ‘‘Specificity’’ concept identify the an-
tigen recognized by an antigen receptor (IG or TR). The
‘‘Specificity’’ concept is particularly important because of
the unlimited number of antigens and of the complexity of
the antigen/antigen receptor interactions. The conceptualiza-
tion of knowledge associated with this concept is in the course
of modelling. The instances of the ‘‘Specificity’’ concept (sev-
eral hundreds at the present time) will be connected on the one
hand, with the ‘‘Epitope’’ concept which identifies the part of
the antigen recognized by the antigen receptor and on the other
hand, with the ‘‘Paratope’’ concept which identifies the part of
the antigen receptor (IG or TR) which recognizes and binds
to the antigen. The ‘‘Function’’ concept identifies the function
of the ‘‘Molecule_ReceptorType’’ (Fig. 6), and by extension the
function of the chains and domains and of the corresponding

Fig. 6. The ‘‘Molecule_ReceptorType’’ concept. The ‘‘Molecule_ReceptorType’’ concept, defined by the ‘‘ChainType’’ concept of identification, has properties

identified in the ‘‘StructureType’’, ‘‘Specificity’’ and ‘‘Function’’ concepts (IDENTIFICATION axiom). The ‘‘ChainType’’ concept is itself defined by the ‘‘Mol-

ecule_EntityType’’ and ‘‘DomainType’’ concepts and by concepts of classification (hierarchy). Arrows indicate reciprocal relations ‘‘is_defined_by’’ and ‘‘de-

fines’’, ‘‘_has_’’ and ‘‘_for_’’. These concepts have different levels of granularity, up to six for ‘‘Molecule_ReceptorType’’ and ‘‘ChainType’’.
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transcripts. Instances of the ‘‘Function’’ concept identify the
dual function of the antigen receptors [2]. Their identification
and definition are still in development.

3.2. The necessity of description:
the DESCRIPTION axiom

The DESCRIPTION axiom of the Formal IMGT-
ONTOLOGY or IMGT-Kaleidoscope postulates that mole-
cules, cells, tissues, organs, organisms or populations, their
processes and their relations, have to be described.

3.2.1. Description of an entity:
the ‘‘EntityPrototype’’ concept

The ‘‘EntityPrototype’’ concept, generated from the DE-
SCRIPTION axiom, provides the description of the ‘‘Entity-
Type’’ concept (IDENTIFICATION axiom). Each instance
of the ‘‘EntityPrototype’’ concept is linked to an instance of
the ‘‘EntityType’’ concept by the reciprocal relations ‘‘de-
scribes’’ and ‘‘is_described_by’’. The ‘‘EntityPrototype’’ con-
cept allows the description of the entity organization and of its
constitutive motifs. The ‘‘Core’’ concept allows to describe the
parts of the entities which need to be described in all instances

of the ‘‘EntityPrototype’’ concept. These two concepts of de-
scription, ‘‘Molecule_EntityPrototype’’ and ‘‘Core’’, which
have been particularly highlighted by IMGT, are described be-
low as examples.

3.2.2. The ‘‘Molecule_EntityPrototype’’ concept
In molecular biology, the DESCRIPTION axiom has gener-

ated the concepts of description which provide the terms and the
rules to describe motifs in the nucleotide and protein sequences
and in 3D structures. These concepts gave rise to a standardized
terminology and to a precise definition of the annotation rules.
The ontology for sequences and 3D structures has been the focus
of IMGT for many years. The instances of the concepts of de-
scription correspond to IMGT labels. More than 550 labels
were defined (270 for the nucleotide sequences (http://
imgt.cines.fr/cgi-bin/IMGTlect.jv?query¼7) [10] and 285 for
the 3D structures [28] (http://imgt.cines.fr/textes/IMGTScienti-
ficChart/SequenceDescription/IMGT3Dlabeldef.html). Inter-
estingly, 64 IMGT labels defined for nucleotide sequences are
used and cross-referenced in the recently created Sequence On-
tology (SO) (http://song.sourceforge.net/) [29] to describe spe-
cific IG and TR gene organization (http://imgt.cines.fr/textes/
IMGTindex/ontology.html).

Fig. 7. Identification of an IG or antibody as an instance of the ‘‘Molecule_ReceptorType’’ concept made of four chains, two IG-Heavy-Chain and two IG-Light-

Chain (‘‘ChainType’’ concept). The four representations, although different, allow to identify an IG as a receptor of four chains, themselves organized in domains

(‘‘DomainType’’ concept). VH and VL are V type domains, coded by the V-D-J region and V-J region, respectively. CL, CH1, CH2 and CH3 are C type domains.

(A) 3D structure, (B) organization in Ig-like domains, (C) organization in modules, (D) regions coded by the V, D, J and C gene types. The C gene type codes the

constant region (CL for the IG-Light-Chain and CH1, hinge, CH2 and CH3 for the IG-Heavy-Chain). This representation, schematized as a Y shape, is frequently

used to represent an IG.
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The ‘‘Molecule_EntityPrototype’’ concept allows the descrip-
tion of the entity (gene, transcrit and protein) organization and of
their constitutive motifs. This concept is fundamental in IMGT-
ONTOLOGY because it allows the representation of the knowl-
edge related to the complex mechanisms of IG and TR gene
rearrangements (Fig. 8). The relation ‘‘is_rearranged_into’’ is
specific to the synthesis of the IG and TR. The relations ‘‘is_tran-
scribed_into’’ and ‘‘is_translated_into’’ are general for molecular
biology. These three relations allow the organization of the vari-
ous instances of the ‘‘Molecule_EntityPrototype’’ concept during
the synthesis of the IG and the TR, and in a more general way for
the expression of any protein. They allow in addition, by more
specific relations, to take into account the alternative transcripts,
the protein isoforms and the post-translational modifications.

Each of the 19 instances of the concept ‘‘Molecule_Entity-
Prototype’’ can be described with its constitutive motifs which
belong to the other concepts of description. Thus Fig. 9 shows
as examples the graphical representation of the V-GENE and
V-D-J-GENE instances with their constitutive motifs.

A set of ten relations are necessary and sufficient to com-
pare the localization of the motifs of an instance of the concept
‘‘Molecule_EntityPrototype’’ (Table 1). These relations are
part of the concepts of localization (LOCALIZATION axiom)
(IMGT Index, http://imgt.cines.fr).

3.2.3. The ‘‘Core’’ concept
The ‘‘Core’’ concept allows to describe the coding region of

genes and contains five instances which are ‘REGION’ (for con-
ventional gene type), ‘V-REGION’, ‘D-REGION’, ‘J-REGION’
and ‘C-REGION’ (for V, D, J and C gene types, respectively).
These instances are particularly important since they can be de-
scribed in all the instances of the ‘‘Molecule_EntityPrototype’’

concept. They allow to describe the chains of the antigen recep-
tors in spite of the complexity of their structure and to link se-
quences, structures and functions. Moreover, these are the
instances of the ‘‘Core’’ concept which allowed the definition
and standardized description of the IG and TR alleles (concepts
of classification), now approved at the international level [1,2].

3.3. The necessity of classification:
the CLASSIFICATION axiom

The CLASSIFICATION axiom of the Formal IMGT-
ONTOLOGY or IMGT-Kaleidoscope postulates that mole-
cules, cells, tissues, organs, organisms or populations, their
processes and their relations, have to be classified. In molecu-
lar biology, the concepts of classification generated from the
CLASSIFICATION axiom allow to classify and name the
genes and their alleles. The genes which code the IG and TR
belong to highly polymorphic multigenic families. A major con-
tribution of IMGT-ONTOLOGY was to set the principles of
their classification and to propose a standardized nomenclature
[1,2] (Fig. 10). The IMGT gene nomenclature has been
approved at the international level by the Human Genome Orga-
nisation (HUGO) Nomenclature Committee (HGNC), in 1999
[11]. The IMGT IG and TR gene names are the official reference
for the genome projects and, as such, have been integrated in the
Genome Database (GDB), in LocusLink and in Entrez Gene at
NCBI [30]. The IG and TR genes [1,2] are managed in the
IMGT/GENE-DB database [31].

3.3.1. The ‘‘Group’’ and ‘‘Subgroup’’ concepts
The ‘‘Group’’ concept classifies a set of genes which be-

long to the same multigene family, within the same species

Fig. 8. Instances of the ‘‘Molecule_EntityPrototype’’ concept (DESCRIPTION axiom). The three instances ‘‘GENE’’, ‘‘nt-SEQUENCE’’ and ‘‘AA-SEQUENCE’’

correspond to conventional genes while the 16 other instances are specific of the IG and TR. The concept instances for mRNA are also valid for in vitro cDNA. The

first column corresponds to ‘sterile transcript’ instances.
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or between different species. For the IG and TR, the set of
genes is identified by an instance of the ‘‘GeneType’’ concept
(V, D, J or C). The ‘‘Subgroup’’ concept classifies a subset of
genes which belong to the same group, and which, in a given
species, share at least 75% of identity at the nucleotide se-
quence level (and in the germline configuration for the V, D,
and J genes).

3.3.2. The ‘‘Gene’’ and ‘‘Allele’’ concepts
The ‘‘Gene’’ concept classifies a unit of DNA sequence that

can be potentially transcribed and/or translated (this definition
includes the regulatory elements in 50 and 30, and the introns, if
present). The instances of the ‘‘Gene’’ concept are gene
names. In IMGT-ONTOLOGY, a gene name is composed of
the name of the species (instance of the Taxon ‘‘Species’’ con-
cept) and of the international HGNC/IMGT gene symbol, for
example, Homo sapiens IGLV1e2. By extension, orphons and
pseudogenes are also instances of the ‘‘Gene’’ concept. The
‘‘Allele’’ concept classifies a polymorphic variant of a gene.
The instances of the ‘‘Allele’’ concept are allele names. Al-
leles identified by the mutations of the nucleotide sequence
are classified by reference to allele *01.

Full description of mutations and allele name designations
are currently recorded for the core sequences (V-REGION, D-
REGION, J-REGION, C-REGION). They are reported in
Alignment tables, in IMGT Repertoire http://imgt.cines.fr
and in IMGT/GENE-DB [16].

3.4. The necessity of numbering:
the NUMEROTATION axiom

The NUMEROTATION axiom of the Formal IMGT-
ONTOLOGY or IMGT-Kaleidoscope postulates that mole-
cules, cells, tissues, organs, organisms or populations, their
processes and their relations, have to be numerotated. So far,
these concepts have essentially been defined at the molecular
level. The NUMEROTATION axiom and the concepts of nu-
merotation determine the principles of a unique numbering
for a domain (sequences and 3D structures) [14e16]
(Fig. 11). The ‘‘IMGT_unique_numbering’’ concept has three
concept instances: ‘‘IMGT_unique_numbering_for_V_Type_
domain’’, ‘‘IMGT_unique_numbering_for_C_type_domain’’,
‘‘IMGT_unique_numbering_for_G_type_domain’’ [14e16].

The ‘‘IMGT_unique_numbering’’ concept determines the
‘‘FR-IMGT_length’’, ‘‘CDR-IMGT_length’’, ‘‘Strand_length’’,
and ‘‘Helix_length’’ concepts [14e16]. The ‘‘IMGT_unique_
numbering’’ concept is illustrated by the ‘‘IMGT_Collier_de_
Perles’’ concept which allows graphical representation in two
dimensions (2D) of the amino acid sequences of V, C or G
type domains [32,33] and comprises three concept instances
(Fig. 12). This concept is largely recognized at the interna-
tional level and the expression ‘‘IMGT Collier de Perles’’ is
now used in scientific publications.

Fig. 9. Graphical representation of two instances of the ‘‘Molecule_EntityPrototype’’ concept (DESCRIPTION axiom). (A) V-GENE. (B) V-D-J-GENE. Twenty-

five labels and ten relations are necessary and sufficient for a complete description of these instances.

Table 1

Relations for sequence description (LOCALIZATION axiom)

Relation Reciprocal relation

‘‘adjacent_at_its_5_prime_to’’ ‘‘adjacent_at_its_3_prime_to’’

‘‘included_with_same_5_prime_in’’, ‘‘includes_with_same_5_prime’’,

‘‘included_with_same_3_prime_in’’, ‘‘includes_with_same_3_prime’’,

‘‘overlaps_at_its_5_prime_with’’ ‘‘overlaps_at_its_3_prime_with’’

‘‘included_in’’ ‘‘includes’’
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The ‘‘IMGT_Collier_de_Perles’’ concept is particularly
used in antibody engineering for the humanization of murine
antibodies in which it is necessary to precisely delimit the mu-
rine CDR-IMGT to be grafted, in order to preserve the anti-
body specificity. The concepts of numerotation are also at
the origin of the standardization of the allele description
and, more generally of the mutation description (IMGT
Scientific chart, http://imgt.cines.fr).

4. Conclusion

The inherent difficulties due to the complexity and diversity
of immunogenetics knowledge gave rise to a conceptualization
in IMGT-ONTOLOGY which has been developed on an orig-
inal and unprecedented approach. The axioms of the Formal
IMGT-ONTOLOGY or IMGT-Kaleidoscope postulate that
the approach to manage biological data and to represent

Fig. 10. Concepts of classification for gene and allele nomenclature (CLASSIFICATION axiom). (A) Hierarchy of the concepts of classification and their relations. (B)

Examples of concept instances for each concept of classification. The concepts instances are associated to an instance of the ‘‘Taxon’’ concept, and more precisely for the

‘‘Gene’’ and ‘‘Allele’’ concepts to an instance of the ‘‘Species’’ concept (here, Homo sapiens). The ‘‘Locus’’ concept is a concept of localization (LOCALIZATION axiom).

Fig. 11. The ‘‘IMGT_unique_numbering’’ and ‘‘IMGT_Collier_de_Perles’’ concepts and relations with other concepts of numerotation (NUMEROTATION Ax-

iom). Concept instances are written in blue. Arrows indicate reciprocal relations ‘‘has_graphical_representation’’ and ‘‘is_based_on’’, ‘‘_has_’’ and ‘‘_for_’’.
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knowledge in biology comprises various facets. The IMGT-
ONTOLOGY concepts generated from these axioms have al-
lowed the representation, at the molecular level, of knowledge
related to the genome, transcriptome, proteome, genetics and
3D structures. This multi-faceted approach has great potential
for multi-scale system biology. Indeed, the IDENTIFICATION,
DESCRIPTION, CLASSIFICATION and NUMEROTATION
axioms are valid, not only for molecules, but also for cells,
tissues, organs, organisms or populations. In addition, the

LOCALIZATION, ORIENTATION and OBTENTION axioms
(in development) will allow the integration of the time and space
concepts and the follow-up of the components and their changes
of states and properties, as well as the definition and character-
ization of processes, functions and activities. Thus, IMGT-
ONTOLOGY represents, by its 7 axioms and the concepts
generated from them, a paradigm for the elaboration of ontologies
in system biology which requires to identify, to describe, to clas-
sify, to numerotate, to localize, to orientate and to determine

Fig. 12. ‘‘DomainType’’ and ‘‘IMGT_Collier_de_Perles’’ concept instances.
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the obtaining and evolution of biological knowledge from mole-
cule to population, in time and space.

The concepts of IMGT-ONTOLOGY are available, for the
users of IMGT and the biologists in general, in natural lan-
guage in IMGT Scientific chart (http://imgt.cines.fr), and
have been formalized for programming purpose in IMGT-
ML (XML Schema). IMGT-ONTOLOGY is being imple-
mented in Protégé and OBO-Edit to facilitate the export in
formats such as OWL, and to link, whenever possible, the con-
cepts of IMGT-ONTOLOGY to those of other ontologies in
biology such as the Gene Ontology (GO) [34], and in immu-
nology, such as the Immunome Epitope database and Analysis
Resource (IEDB) [35] and other Open Biomedical Ontologies
(OBO) (http://obo.sourceforge.net).

The concepts of IMGT-ONTOLOGY are currently used for
the exchange and the sharing of knowledge in very diverse fields
of research at the molecular level: (i) fundamental and medical
research (repertoire analysis of the IG antibody sites and of the
TR recognition sites in normal and pathological situations such
as autoimmune diseases, infectious diseases, AIDS, leukae-
mias, lymphomas, myelomas), (ii) veterinary research (IG and
TR repertoires in farm and wild life species), (iii) genome diver-
sity and genome evolution studies of the adaptive immune re-
sponses, (iv) structural evolution of the IgSF and MhcSF
proteins, (v) biotechnology related to antibody engineering
(scFv, phage displays, combinatorial libraries, chimaeric, hu-
manized and human antibodies), (vi) diagnostics (clonalities,
detection and follow-up of residual diseases) and (vii) thera-
peutical approaches (grafts, immunotherapy, vaccinology).
IMGT-ONTOLOGY represents a key component in the elabora-
tion and setting up of standards of the European ImmunoGrid pro-
ject (http://www.immunogrid.org/) whose aim is to define the
essential concepts for modelling of the immune system.
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